
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing concerning my future in Australia as the government wants to take control
over migration.
I strongly believe that the bill Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010
[Provisions] government wants to proceed will completely put my and other so many
Indian students future in jeopardy. This is unfair with the student who has been told for
guaranteed permanent residency after successfully completing studies and fulfilling
migration requirements. 
Three years ago when I came to Australia, immigration site was saying that the person
who has meet certain requirements is eligible for applying permanent  residency however 
In this three years immigration department has made changes tremendously. This is the

question over the country’s promises. What kind of government is this? In Australia we
talk about equality but I am not seeing any point which can make us(students) equal to
any australian.
Just imagine one’s self in foreign country living three years hopping for better future but

rewarded with stress and discrimination. Moreover after all this one is being deported or

neglected. However the decision was ours to come to Australia but at the other hand it the

Australian government’s responsibility over their security. 
Once one immigration member has pointed that government is not saying that come to
Australia for study and get permanent residency but this is the common sense, Who will
spend thousands of dollar for education and go back to own country? 9 out of 10 student
thinks to get better future in Australia and they have meet the requirements then why they
have to struggle.  
I hope you will understand our concern and make our life viable. I am requesting you to
think over the situation. We are not monsters, we all from the country where
MAHATMA GHANDHI has accepted nonviolence way to fight against wrong.
Thank you very much.
 
Yours’ faithfully.
A student.
 
 


